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THEOREM. Let z be an action of an abelian compact group G on a C*-algebra 9I 
satisfying the spectral condition (I), and let S be a *-derivation such that 
(a) fW@=N,, 
(b) 6(2tU,)e’XU,. 
Assume that G is finitely generated. Then the closure 5 of 6 generates a one- 
parameter group of *-automorphisms on 2I for which 91LI, conststs of analytic vec- 
tors. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
The purpose of this note is to improve Theorem 5.5 in “Unbounded 
Derivations Tangential to Compact Groups of Automorphisms, II” by 0. 
Bratteli, F. M. Goodman, and P. E. T. Jorgensen to be the best possible. 
The assumption that G is finitely generated implies that G N p x K for an 
integer d and a finite abelian group K. In the paper by Bratteli et al. the 
generator conclusion is only obtained when d = 1 and as noted in Remark 
5.6 of that paper their method of proof does not extend to the case d> 1. 
In the following proof all references will be to Cl] and the notation will 
be the same. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM STATED IN THE ABSTRACT 
We have e N Zd x K, and, for simplicity of notation, we assume that K is 
trivial, i.e., G2:Zd. It follows from Theorem 5.3 and [2, Theorem 3.2.501 
that to prove the theorem it suffices to show that 917(yo) consists of analytic 
vectors for 6 when yOe G. 
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Identifying G and Zd we put 
for y = (nr, n2 ,...) nd) E 2’. 
Assume that ‘8 is faithfully represented in a G-covariant representation. 
By Lemma 5.1, 6 extends to a *-derivation 6 on JZ = W defined on &ZF. 
Also 6 has a decomposition 
where a0 is given by a (A’) n A-valued a-cocycle L on Z”, and b= ad(H) 
where HE .4&. 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 5.2 that we can find NE N\(O) such 
that 
L(Y)= c P,*(L(Y)) 
f.s.zd 
If C N 
for all y E Zd. 
Here P,, is the spectral projection onto &‘(y’) given by the action of r 
on A. Since HE AF we can choose N such that also 
H= 1 P,.(H). 
fezd 
WI S N 
Now let a E 21T(ro) and assume first that H = 0. Then 
&a) = 43(a) = c ~,,v4Yo)) a 
IYII G N 
and 
64 = 1 ~,,bwo + Yl)) ~,,b%)) a 
1~11 CN
In1 G N 
= c PYO+YI+Y* CUYo+ Yl) P,,MYcd) aI9 
1x1 GN 
IYZI G h’ 
where we have used the last formula given in the remark following 
Proposition 4.1. 
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In the same way 
d3(a)= c pY,cwo+Yl +Yz) p,,+,,+y,cw3+Y1) P,,(UYo)) all 
I::/ 2; 
1~31 :h’ 
'CP YO+Y,+Y2+yjC~(Yo+Y1+Y2) (*I 
/::I 2; 
1731 2 N 
P yo+y, +y2 CUYO + Yl) Py,MYd) all. 
Now let M be the number of elements in {y E Zdl IyI <N} and 
K=max{ IIL(e Ii= 1,2,..., d} where {ei}fC, is the natural basis for Zd. 
The cr-cocycle relation for L assures that 
llL(Y)ll G IYI K for all yrzZd. 
Thus (*) gives the estimate 
11~3(411 6 v-m3 IYol(lYol + W(lY,l + 2w Ml. 
More generally, we have for n > 1 
ll~“(~)ll G WV IYol(lYol + NJ.. . (IYOI + (n - 1) NJ Il4. 
The same procedure works for H # 0 also. 
To give a complete induction argument we have to introduce some 
additional notation. For each n E fV, we let A’“’ and B’“) denote operators 
in A with the property that 
llA’“‘ll II~‘“‘II~~IY~~+~)~~~~~Y~~+~+(~-~)~)(K+~)”(II~II+~)“. 
First note that 
h(a) = c (P,W(Y,)) a + iP,(H) a - iaP,(W 
IYI G N 
=,y~N(Py~+Y(L(~O)~)+Py,+y(i~~)-P,+y(~i~)). 
Hence 6(a) is given by a sum with 3M terms of the form PYo+Y(A(l)&(l)), 
where IyI < N. We claim that P(a) is given by a sum with (3M)” terms of 
the form 
P yo + y1+ + ,A~'"'~~'"')? 
where IyI( <N for all i= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(**I 
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To prove this by induction, assume that it holds for n. For each term 
P YO+,, +Yn(A(R)uB(n)) in the sum of 6”(a), we have that 
= c p,“+,(uYo+ *** +yn)) P,,, +&4%B(“)) 
IYn+1l<N 
+i c P,,+,(W p,,, .. +y,wn’~~(“9 
IYn+ll Q N 
-i c pm+ +y.W”‘~~‘“‘) Py.+,W) 
IYn+ll GN 
= c py, + +Yn+Yn+,(~(YO+ ... +Yn)Pyo+. +y,(~'n)~~("9) 
IYn+1l GN 
+i C p,,. .. +Yn+Yn+,wpYO+ .. y.W)~W) 
IYn+llGN 
-i c pm. +Yn+Yn+,(pYO+ +y,(~(n)uB’“)) H ,
I~n+ll<N 
where we have used the remark after Proposition 4.1 again. Since 
IIJYY, + . . . + y,)II < (ly,J + nlv) K, it follows that each term in this sum has 
the form (w) for n + 1. 
Hence each term in the sum representing 6”(u) gives rise to 3M terms in 
the sum for a”+‘( a , ) each term being of the desired form. This concludes 
the proof of the induction step. 
As a result we obtain the estimate 
ll~“(~)ll d (3M(K+ 1Wfll + l)Yh,l + l)(lrol + 1 +N)... 
(IYOI + 1 + (n - 1) NJ 1141 
valid for all n. 
Letting C be an integer exceeding (lyOj + 1)/N we get 
V”(~)ll6 (3M(K+ l)(llHll + 1) N)” C(C+ l)... (C+ (n- 1)) [lull 
=D” (C+n-- 1Y llu,l 
(C- l)! 
forallnal, 
where 
580/61/3-4 
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(C+n- l)! 
(C- l)! n! 
<(C+n-l)= 
for all n > 1 it follows that 
This completes the proof. 
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